President's Report
September is now in the record books and by all accounts it
has been a good month. From a financial point of view, we
have recovered from our slow start and now are pretty
much on par with our results from last year. The long
range weather forecast for October looks good, so we are
optimistic we can outperform the numbers from last year.
We finally got our cart paths in on the back nine.
We apologize for the inconvenience for those three days
but we felt it could not be avoided. It was important to
have the dry conditions to ensure the heavy equipment
could operate and not damage the course.
Ocean
contracting did an excellent job, and Dean and his crew
quickly filled in the area around the paths, today, you
cannot tell we had all of that equipment on the golf course
and the paths look great. A number of folk wondered why
the paths weren't built along the left hand side of 14- we
hope that the Sept 22 picture below, with the brook
overflowing in the distance, shows a good reason for this.

As in typical Nova Scotia fashion, it never rains but
it pours. The Sept 21 torrent submerged holes 14 and 16
and flooded the 2 - 8 brook to the extent we had to close the
front nine. The rain was so heavy and the ground so dry,
most of the moisture ran off,: however, it did fill up the
ponds a bit and the course clearly needed the water.
We still have some work to accomplish this year.
This includes improving the drainage on 2, more work on
the first tee & other improvements. We held our semiannual meeting on Sept 16 (with the usual low turnout),
receiving your input on how we can improve the golfing
experience at Avon Valley in planning for next year: see
the report elsewhere in this issue. Also, the Board has
received some questions about the number, nature and
scheduling of tournaments- we'll be reviewing this to see
what changes can be made next year.
Finally, we hope you enjoy the rest of the season
and continue to let us know how we can make things better!

Ross MacLean, President

For the full-colour online version, visit the Newsletter page at http://avonvalleygolf.com
We're located at 595 Falmouth Back Road, Falmouth: see p. 2 for contact information

Contacts

2014-15 Board of Directors

Manager
902-798-4405 genmgr@eastlink.ca
Pro Shop
902-798-2673 avgcproshop@eastlink.ca
Admin Office 902-798- 4654 avgcc@eastlink.ca
Fax
902-788-9889

Ross MacLean ……………….………….…..… President
Rob Caissie ……………….……….………Vice-President
Blaine Rooney ….…….….…….………….……Treasurer
Paul Reynolds ………………......… Secretary & Publicity
Bob Purcell …..….……...….… Immediate Past President
Wayne Northup ….……..……........ Match/ Entertainment
Phil McNeil …….…….………….….… Member Services
Chris McCarthy …………….…..……Junior Development
Chris Gray…….…… ………………………….. Handicap
James Howard…….……………………………….. (TBD)

Avon Valley Golf & Country Club
595 Falmouth Back Road
P.O. Box 101
Falmouth, NS B0P 1L0

http://avonvalleygolf.com

like us on facebook

follow us on twitter

Volunteers Needed/ Ideas Welcome: all members are invited to take an interest in the Club's operations- volunteer on a
Board committee, assist with tournaments, events & projects etc. If you have questions or have suggestions to offer,
contact Brad Corkum, General Manager as indicated above, our President, Ross MacLean at ross@avonvalleygolf.com or
any Board member by leaving a message at 902-798-4654 or by sending an e-mail to avgcc@win.eastlink.ca.
Letters or other submissions to the Avon Go Round (articles, photos, contest entries etc.) can be sent to
info@avonvalleygolf.com or left with the Pro Shop or Admin Office addressed to Avon Go Round.
Want a full-size non-cropped copy of any pic from any issue in .jpg format? Ask the editor, same procedure.

General Manager's Report
September has been another great month for golf. We in recent years and both times we were unable to get them
have made up the lost revenue after a slow spring and the finished, mainly due to late season wet conditions that made it
number of rounds played are on track with last year. Expenses impossible to get heavy equipment onto the grounds. We
are on budget and in terms of the bottom line, we're a little made the decision this year to do the paths earlier, in order to
ahead of last year. The three areas that this season are below beat the fall rains. We realize this led to three days of limited
last year for revenue are membership, Pro Shop sales and food play for our members but we felt it was important to make
& beverage. Like most clubs in the province we have seen our sure that this project was not delayed for another year. Also,
membership numbers decline in light of an aging population the contractor would not have been available later in the year
and out-migration, but our guest play revenues have so far so we took the latest date that was available.
more than covered these shortfalls.
When the paving was in progress, we had a day when
I realize that it is inconvenient for members when we we had overbooked tee times. This was my fault for not better
have outside tournaments. Many members cannot play in an communicating with staff, leaving them unaware that the
8:00 AM shotgun. We also sometimes host smaller groups that paving was required closing the back nine for all of that day:
play simultaneously with our members and sometimes these as a consequence, tee times were opened that were in fact not
groups have some non-golfers in them and can be slow. It is available leading to slow play. We also had an outside group
not the intention to irritate the members or try to drive them which had booked long before we got a date for the paving. I
from the Club- our reality is that outside tournament and didn't think it fair to cancel them as the scheduling error was
guest play generate half of our revenue, and given the not their fault: If I had known earlier that this was the date that
provincial demographics I don't see our membership numbers the contractor was ultimately able to come, I would not have
recovering in the near future. Many younger people do not booked the group. My apologies to the members and outside
want to or are not able to commit to the time required to make group for the mix up and the resulting delays they faced, and
membership viable. Many of our former members had to drop to the staff who had to help everyone deal with the situation.
out due to aging or health issues which made retaining their
In closing I would like to thank all staff for their hard
membership impractical. To make up the loss in revenue we work and dedication to our Club. The success we have in a
had to innovate by introducing 10-packs and to be competitive challenging economy is a tribute to our staff. Thanks too to
in hosting more outside events. That said, nobody would the Board and all those who volunteer their time to make this a
welcome a return to our glory days of membership more than better place, and to all our members and visitors who have
me, and probably the Pro Shop staff as well.
supported our Pro Shop and our kitchen, we appreciate your
On another matter, we had inquiries on the reasoning business. Finally, as ever, my door is always open, so please
behind delaying the cartpath paving on 13 & 14 until later in feel free to drop in- your input is always appreciated and
the season. We had plans to do these paths on two occasions
always helps to keep us on track.
Brad Corkum, General Manager
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Report- Shareholder's non-voting Business Meeting

Ross MacLean, President, opened the referenced
meeting at 7:00 PM, September 16 by introducing attending
Board members & staff to the 10 Shareholders present. He
reminded everyone that as provided for in the By-laws, the
purpose of the meeting was informational only.
Brad began by outlining that financially, the Club is
only slightly below revenues compared with this time last
year. Reasons include reduced membership due to older
members dropping off, & lost play days due to early wet
weather, tropical storm Arthur and the paving project. These
losses were offset by increased revenues from outside
groups, tournaments and guest play. With regard to outlays,
Brad noted some unplanned expenditures (storm clean-up) as
well as planned (bridges, stair rebuilding, paving).
Reasons for the membership decline were examined.
Brad noted that most of the Clubs with which he networks
are all affected by the same challenge, the causes of which
include the shrinking Valley economy, an aging and
declining population (deaths, low birth rate and
outmigration) and the effects of a growing oversupply of new
courses over the years, (a few new courses are still being
built). Increasing numbers of our older members are opting
out due to age but still buy 10-packs, and some 10-pack
buyers opt for membership. Demographics such as the home
location of our members and guests were discussed, together
with the realities faced by the current working generation:
golf is not the 'pastime of choice' to the young the extent it
once was as modern parents have different priorities in terms
of demands on their time . A recent video on the current
crisis in the golf industry was also brought up, noting the
implications in NS where some courses have recently closed.
Brad noted that our reality is that c. $30K a week is
needed to keep the Club in operation. Possible barriers to
achieving this were then brought forward by participants,
e.g. understaffed food services during tournaments. Brad
noted the acquisition of a second terminal & debit machine
as an attempted solution to this, undertaking to attend to the
obviously required improvements. Another participant then

noted a more recent busy time when service was flawless. Other
items such as bar-cart scheduling and re-opening the canteen
were discussed, also other challenges in meeting peak periods
(for example during the "nine-and-dine" events), with Brad
undertaking to address these.
Discussion turned to recent overbooking problems
when the paving was going on, and later, why this work was
scheduled for that time: this was explained noting that
scheduling the paving work for later in the season proved
unsuccessful at least twice in recent years, both times due to
late-season wet conditions which prevented heavy equipment
from accessing the grounds. With the paving work now done,
the course should be more accessible to members and visitors
who require carts then has been the case an up to now. The
overbooking that occurred during the paving work came from
an unfortunate communication glitch that had to be rectified (to
the extent possible) "on the fly." Brad took ownership of the
mistakes and undertook to ensure non-recurrence. There was
also discussion on Brad's view that., financially, the course
could not be run "in the hole", noting that one of the main
reasons for our success has been the vey high level of course
conditioning which requires considerable resourcing.
In other discussion, a question arose on the possibility
of advertising menu prices by email, leading to an explanation
of the impact of the recent anti-spam legislation and why the
Club approaches price-point advertising as it does. A brief
explanation on plans for a more coordinated approach to
electronic communications was then provided.
The last item concerned the survey on the Avon Go
Round. The editor reviewed survey rationale and methodology,
the question being what should be its "niche" (and frequency)
in the overall spectrum of the Club's media outreach (website,
Twitter, Facebook). He reported having scanned the 30-40
responses received to date as they came in, and the trend seems
to be in support of keeping it, possibly with less frequency. A
report on the survey will be included in the September edition.
With no further business, the President thanked all
present for their participation and declared the meeting closed.

P. Reynolds, Secretary, Board of Directors
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What??? from Where???
How it's played:
Each month we print part of a photo (last month's is
below) and invite you to guess WHAT is being pictured
FROM WHERE on the grounds. The winner of a $5
certificate is then selected by draw from among the
acceptable entries- i.e. those that best identify both the
what that's being pictured and the from where the pic was
taken. The August pic (below) attracted only one entrant…

… and her answer was fully correct- i.e.
What? looking across part of the bunker in front of 16
green… From where? from near the gravel path

The winner of the September contest is Shelley King, congrats- the Pro Shop will be asked to issue your certificate.
At left is this month's pic, taken September 22-a nice little
pastoral which that normally might not register with youand which you're more likely to see from this angle if you're
in a cart. As always, you can check it out in full colour in the
on-line Avon Go Round once posted. The full-size pic
measures 4608 x 3456 pixels in the original (different
camera), from which the 2000 x 1000 pixel contest pic has
been cropped, then re-sized (in proportion) as at left.
Have fun... & make sure your entries (see below) are in by
the deadline for the next issue i.e. October 24, 2014.
Enter by e-mail at info@avonvalleygolf.com or c/o the Pro Shop in an envelope addressed to What? from Where?

A group of golfers aged 40 discussed where they should play their next round, finally settling on Avon Valley because they
heard of its superb layout and conditioning. They had a great time, so ten years later, at age 50, the friends once again came
to play, this time because they remembered the food as great & the beer excellent. Ten years on at age 60, the friends again
discussed where to play they and agreed on Avon because there was plenty of parking, they could play to a reasonable pace
and it was good value for money. At age 70, the friends discussed where they should play their reunion match and after
discussion someone suggested Avon because of the reasonably priced power carts. Ten years later, at age 80, the friends
once again discussed where to play- finally agreeing upon Avon because no-one could remember having played it before…
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Summary report- Survey on the future of the Avon Go Round
In the July and August issues we published a survey on the future of the Avon Go Round, calling for replies by Sept 16 with a
summary report to be provided in a future edition. The questions are repeated below. In this summary report, information is
tabulated where the questions lend themselves to this, and questions calling for a narrative response are also summarized or
where more substantive, presented verbatim.
In total, there were 30 responses, 12 in paper format and 18 by email, summarized as follows.
1) Noting the Club's commitment to continue normal publication for the balance of 2014, in your opinion should the Club
continue publication of the Avon Go Round in future years? (Answer options were yes/ no, with space for rationale
All 30 respondents answered yes to this, many pointing out what they liked (good way to catch up, Match reports,
pictures, the President's & GM's reports, new member lists, the picture contest, the "member-connectivity" factor
•

•

2) If YES, with what frequency? (currently May- October in print, plus November online-only): suggested options were every
second month, twice a year, once annually, other
• 18 respondents indicated preference for the current distribution (May-October in print, November on-line): of these,
three indicated bi-monthly would also be acceptable and one suggested electronic distribution only, with print issues to
be supplied upon request
• Four respondents indicated bi-monthly,
• two for semi-annual
• one for annual, and
• four indicated various other frequencies ranging from 3 to 5 issues/ yr, and
• one did not indicate a frequency
3) In your view, what could or should be done to make the Avon Go Round more relevant and interesting?
Fifteen respondents indicated they liked the current format & content, and eight provided no response: there were eight
responses going into some detail, as follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

articles on the rules of golf
Incorporate a section more focused on efforts to find ways to involve all members in the everyday operation of the
course including current and upcoming event information, summary of course business performance and projections
for the future, required and suggested maintenance and improvements, encouraging members to submit suggestions for
adjustments / improvements in any and all areas - from pace of play, to new membership, community involvement and
use of facilities, kitchen and refreshment cart operations, etc. Perhaps these answers don’t suggest anything new,
however, if membership can be encouraged to continue to contribute their suggestions, even one or two good ones not
already thought of could result in significant changes and improvements which could help our club continue in a
positive direction without having to increase membership costs and risk alienating both existing and potential new
members.
A letters to the Board section with answers to the letters would be a great addition and would more involve the
members
Perhaps acknowledge birthdays of members 70 or 75….and any other member noteworthy events
more member feedback
The information provided in the publication is of great value especially pictures. With today's electronic systems this
communications program should be maintained under a non paper format. ( for anyone without an electronic source a
paper copy could be run off at request.) I would prefer the attachment of this type of information to the home page,
with a general announcement sent to the members. The information could be provided on a more frequent bases but a
less lengthy report. I am not a fan of face book although it does allow for member input and feed back.
My interest lies more in course development issues and financial issues including strategies for attracting new
membership (esp. 25-40 age group). In my view upcoming events and results on tournaments should be published
elsewhere i.e. via email or posted and thus more timely in that manner. Sundry photos can be posted on website only
on a timely basis, with exception of truly special ones which can go into the year end publication
Include better and more timely "before-the-fact" communication from the Board on planned changes

So this seems to be turning out like that old Keith's ad campaign, "Those who like it, like it a lot"- with the somewhat troubling
aspect being the receipt of only 30 responses from almost 500 members- where do the rest stand? In any event, the next steps
will include discussion with the full Board, optimally at its October meeting, followed by further communication with
members, at the 2015 Annual General Meeting if not earlier. Thanks to all who participated, I liked that a lot!
P. Reynolds, Publicity
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Club Weekly Series Finals
Men's Night Final, Sept 6
DIVISION 1 (1-9)
1 Brandyn Ross
68
2 Bill Chipman
71
3 Wayne Northup
73
Closest to Hole #8
Brandyn Ross
DIVISION 3 (18-20)

DIVISION 2 (10-17)
1 Mike Sudworth
67
2 Jamie Bond
67®
3 John Desroches
69®
Closest To Hole #15
Josh Purcell
DIVISION 4 (21+)

1 Bill Moulton
2 Bob Cowley
3 Chuck Stager
Closest To Hole #11

1 Ray Harvey
2 Rod Burgess
3 Troy Harvie
Closest to Hole #5

66
67
70
Mike Knowles

MISSED CUT
Wayne Turner
Mike Sudworth
Richard Joudrey
Phil Brison

67
67®
67®
Troy Harvie

PERFECT ATTENDANCE
Bruce Anderson
WEEKLY ROUNDS
David Wile Kevin Harvey
Norm Hood Paul Shaw
Chuck Stager

50-50 Kevin Burgess
$201.00
We regret the absence of pictures, none were supplied
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Ladies Night Final, Sept 7
Thank you to all the ladies who turned out for the Ladies Night final tournament and congratulations to the winners. Luckily
the weather cleared and we had a beautiful day. Thanks to the kitchen staff for the great meal, the pro shop for their help each
week and thanks to Bill and Wayne for helping with the scoring. Aside from the golf, which is another story, it was a great
season and here’s to next year.

Tournament Winner-

st

1
2nd
3rd
4th

st

1
2nd
3rd
4th

Lori White

38 Pts

1st Division:
Kathy McGinnis
Chris Vey
Ann Thomas
Lorraine Purcell

Pts
35
33
32
30®- also low putts winner

3rd Division:
Sharon Murray
Brenda Joudrey
Gail Goyer
Sher O’Neill

Pts
36
34
28 & also chip-ins winner
27

Runner Up-

st

1
2nd
3rd
4th

st

1
2nd
3rd
4th

Sharon Harvey

37 Pts

2nd Division
Linda Fraser
Joanne Stager
Pam Jenkins
Joann Redden

Pts
36
36r
35
35®

4th Division
Mary Spares
Lenore Woodman
Noreen Turner
Jean Hall

Pts
32
31
29
29® & also 2nd low putts

,,,/more
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Closest to hole 5 Marg Chipman- 58"

Closest to # 15 Shelley King- 26'10",
also birdies winner & 50-50 co-winner

Closest to line #10 Joanne Stager 1"
& also Stay & Play co-winner

Points Winner: Sharon Harvey- 150.5

Points 2nd Place: Gail Goyer- 148.5,
also Stay & Play co-winner

Points 3rd Place: Martha Lynch- 148

Tues pin rounds winner Bev Digdon
No pics supplied:
Sat Pin Rounds Winner Judy Young
- and 50/50 co-winner Debbie Digdon

We know you'll miss your time off from Ladies' Night, but
there's still lots of great Autumn golf left in this seasonenjoy it- & we'll see you next year!
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Thursday Seniors Finale, September 25

Carroll Kinsman - Low net and Tournament Winner

Jim Davis - 2nd Low Gross

Maurice Lynch - 2nd Low Net

Al Baker - Low Gross

See the October, 2014 Avon Go Round for the Avon Valley Senior Men's Association
(Thursday Seniors) Annual Report
Avon Go Round- September, 2014
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Match Play

Congratulations to Bill Chipman, who won the 2014
Match Play Trophy on August 25

AV Greenhouses
winner
Bill Chipman

Etter winner
Scott Lesssel

Bill Chipman
1 up

Daniels U-Pick Match Play Trophy:
In competition are the top eight finishers in this year's Men's Club Championship: results as of September 24.
Groups

GROUP 1

First Match
Play by: Sept 6
↓
Dean Woodman
Evan Caldwell

Second Match
Sept 18
↓

GROUP 2

Winner

Dean Woodman
5&4
Dean Woodman
1 up

Chris McCarthy
Dylan Shearer

Third Match
Sept 30
↓

Dylan Shearer
3&2

Bill Chipman
Wayne Northup

Wayne Northup
1 up (26th hole)
Mark Pryde
1 up

Mark Pryde
Dean Aza
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Winges & Hodder, September 14

Hodder Low Net Trophy Winners-Judy & Calvin Young,
61.5: Presenters Debbie Woodman & Randy Hodder

Winges Low Gross Trophy Winners:
Joan Langille-Elliott & Dylan Shearer – 80

2nd Net: Shelley & Paul King – 62.5

2nd Gross: Lorraine Purcell &
Robert MacPherson- 81

3rd Net: Noreen Turner & Rod Burgess – 64.5

3rd Gross: Chris Vey & George Bartlett – 85:
Chris was also closest to hole 15 (ladies)

4th Gross: Martha & Maurice Lynch – 87 ®
Martha was also closest to hole 5 (ladies)

4th Net: Lori & Troy White – 66
Troy was also closest to hole 5- (men)
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Close to Hole #15 – Men – Donnie Morash

Fewest Putts – Janice & Geno (aka "Drain-o") Pace – 29

Regrets- No pics of the following
Hidden Hole #8 – Cathy McGinnis & Matt Cochrane
Hidden Hole #12 – Joanne & Chuck Stager

Thank you to all members for your participation in the
tournament. Special thanks to Debbie Woodman and
Randy Hodder for their continuing support of this
event. Debbie & Randy raise funds each year as a
contribution to our prizes in memory of their dear
sister and daughter, Sherry.
Most Putts – Darlene & Ed Lapointe – 40

Wayne Northup
Match Chairman

Taken approx 1:00 PM Sept 8, 2014, water hazard on 12: compared with the cover photo of the Sept 2012 Avon Go Round,
the count is down a bit
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2014 Ladies' Lillian LaPierre, September 20

Greg & Owen LaPierre presenting the Lillian LaPierre Trophy to
Tournament Champions Mary Spares & Martha Lynch- 58

2nd: Chris Vey &
(abs) Janice Pace- 62®

3rd: Jean Hall &
(abs) Sharon Harvey- 62

4th: Bev Digdon &
Marg Chipman- 64

Closest to Holes 8 & 11Lorraine Purcell

Closest to Hole 5Cyndy Allen

Closest to Hole 15 (draw)Lenore Woodman

Congratulations to all winners
- and thanks to all the ladies who supported this club event.
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2014 Men's MacPherson, Sept 20-21

Robert MacPherson presenting the Macpherson Trophy to
this year's winners- James Sherman & Steve MacKenzie, 119

3rd - Mike Hartlen & Paul McAdam – 122®

4th- Brian Slauenwhite (abs- Roger Freeman) - 122

5th-- Kevin Purcell (abs-Josh Purcell) - 123®

6th- Phil Brison & Wayne Northup- 123

…/ more
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7th- Troy White (abs- Eric Mott)- 124

9th- Kevin Spears & Clark Brunelle – 128 ®

10th- Don Morash & Chris McCarthy- 128

11th- Norm Hood & Robert MacPherson- 129 ®

Closest to Hole #15 – Saturday - Randy Millington

Happy Birthday to Russell Allen!

- No pics available 2nd. – Robert Sperdakes & Mark DesRoches – 121
8th- Bud Thompson & Dan Thompson- 127
Closest to Hole #5 – Saturday - Tim David
Closest to Hole #8 – Sunday – Sandy Forsythe
Closest to Hole #11 – Sunday – Mark Tracey
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thank you to all members who
supported this tournament.
Wayne Northup, Match Chair
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Odds 'n' ends
President's/ Past Directors, Sept 12, and Ladies' Field Day, Sept 10

Mike Hartlen taking the opening shot

Bill Benedict makes the last putt, with Jim White, Kevin
Ruffell & Ross MacLean (and the gallery) witnessing…

Ladies Field Day, Sept 10

Winning scramblers Wayne Northup, Wayne Leighton,
Garth Leighton & Lorne Etter, with Ross presenting

Low Gross winner: Jeannie Boudreau
Low Net Winner: Martha Lynch
st
1 Div
1st
Lorraine Purcell
2nd
Karen Miller
3rd
Janice Pace
nd
st
2 Div
1
Laura Stevens
2nd
Cindi Northup
3rd
Marg Chipman
3rd Div
1st
Jill MacLean
2nd
Helena Corbin
3rd
Susan Creelman
Closest to hole #5
Helena Corbin- Ace
Closest to hole #15
Lorna Laybolt
Closest to line #10
Jeannie Boudreau
Thanks to all who participated and/ or helped out!

Helena Corbin, hole-in-one on #5
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Odds 'n' ends (cont)

Belated congrats to two-time Junior Champion Jake Lloy for
qualifying to play in Golf Canada's 2014 Junior Boys
Championship, held this year in Niagara Falls July 29- Aug 1.
We note that sometime after the event Jake dropped in to the
GM's office with a note of thanks to the Board for a bit of
support it had provided: the Board notes its appreciation of
this and, well, thanks him for his thanks.

A&A Cup
The Abercrombie & Avon Valley Cup event came into being as a result of a friendly outreach (read "challenge") from
Abercrombie to in 2014 to play a Ryder Cup-type event alternating between each Club as host from year to year. The
initial matches were won last year by Avon Valley at home, you can check the write-up in the September 2013 Avon Go
Round (accessible from the Back Issues link on the website's Newsletter page). This year's matches were played on Aug.
30 at Abercrombie after a practice day on the 29th with Abercrombie winning 10½ to 7½ : the size and speed of the
greens were apparently being a bit of a factor for our guys. Except for that, our team reports having had a great time, the
Abercrombie club being very hospitable and welcoming. And, snatching a bit of consolation from the 2014 results, Avon
is still up 22 to 14 in terms of the 2013-14 running total for this event, and looks forward to increasing the spread even
more when we are the host club next year.

Evan Caldwell, Steve Ingram, Mark Pryde, Danny Ross, Darrell Kline, Dylan Shearer, Dean Woodman,
Dean Aza, Robert MacPherson, Bill Chipman, Wayne Northup, Brandyn Ross
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There are only two more events for the season which close as indicated
You don't need to worry about finding a partner for the Die Hard, matchmaking
services will be provided at no extra charge…
Re the Iron Person, don't know what a rang game is? You'll find variations of the
term in the different descriptions of "ringer games" you'll find on the web, but
none that exactly match what's done in this event: not to worry, just sign in, all
will be explained…

We'll report on the Die Hard in the October issue.
The November online-only issue will include the Iron Person results, the review
of the Club improvements over 2014, membership info & application forms for
the 2015 season and more.
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